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Today’s	Pack	

Please	refer	to	today’s	pack	
for	documents	and	slides	



KTN	Grant	Wri.ng	Booklet	

Just	Google:	

“KTN	grant	wriDng	booklet”	

(It’s	in	the	pack!)	



Innovate	UK	Compe..ons	
Latest	funding	opportuni.es	



Innovate	UK	Compe..ons	



Website	Walk	Through	

(Live	Innovate	UK	CompeDDons	Website	Demo)	
	
(Following	slides	for	reference!)	





















Proposal	Sec.ons	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Tricky!	Likely	to	be	Feasibility	
or	Industrial	Research	for	
academic	involvement	

Choose	closest	fit!	
If	you	don’t	know,	then	it	doesn’t	
provide	confidence!!!	

Be	realisDc.	Don’t	want	pressure	and	
want	to	deliver!	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	





Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



This	is	important!	It	really	really	helps	Innovate	UK	
and	assessors	to	understand	where	you	are	coming	
from	and	going	to!	It	will	set	expectaDons	for	them.	
It	can	be	used	to	assess	scope	and	set	the	scene.	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Imagine	it’s	going	to	be	on	BBC	news!	
Make	it	exciDng!	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Try	to	answer	all	of	the	scope	quesDons:	
•  Match	to	one	or	more	Priority	Areas	
•  Demonstrate	significant	innova.on	
•  Applica.on	and	market	focus	
•  Benefits	to	partners	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Set	the	scene.	Make	it	convincing.	Avoid	exaggeraDng.		
✗		Huge	Market,	Fastest,	Best	
✓	Customer	need,	benefits,	scien.fic/engineering	drivers	

Evidence	of	your	
understanding	of	the	problem,	
rooted	in	your	work	to	date.	



Q1.	Need	or	Challenge	

The	market	for	assisDve	robots	is	

growing	at	an	exponenDal	rate.	Faster	

wireless	comms	are	criDcal	for	remotely	

controlling	robots.	We	have	a	new	

antenna	configuraDon	that	will	help.	Our	

research	shows	that	we	can	provide	

faster	and	more	energy	efficient	wireless	

systems	for	robots.	The	next	best	

technology	is	too	slow	and	expensive	for	

large	scale	roboDcs	applicaDons,	and	we	

can	help	to	bring	the	costs	down.	



Q1.	Need	or	Challenge	
•  Not	
The	market	for	assisDve	robots	is	

growing	at	an	exponenDal	rate.	Faster	

wireless	comms	are	criDcal	for	remotely	

controlling	robots.	We	have	a	new	

antenna	configuraDon	that	will	help.	Our	

research	shows	that	we	can	provide	

faster	and	more	energy	efficient	wireless	

systems	for	robots.	The	next	best	

technology	is	too	slow	and	expensive	for	

large	scale	roboDcs	applicaDons,	and	we	

can	help	to	bring	the	costs	down.	

•  Instead	

Recent	RF	antenna	innovaDons	at	B’ham,	

published	in	ref.,	have	created	an	

opportunity	to	equip	robots	with	

wireless	comms	10	Dmes	faster	than	4G,	

at	twice	the	range	and	half	the	power	

consumpDon	of	exisDng	market	leading	

soluDons	from	XInc.	This	is	likely	to	have	

a	substanDal	impact	on	the	ability	of	

robots	to	be	controlled	remotely	in	

hazardous	condiDons,	e.g.	clearing	up	

radioacDve	leaks	such	as	Fukushima.	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Be	specific:	
✗		We	will	do	experiments,	build	a	prototype	and	test	it	
✓	1.	Design	comp	‘x’	2.	model	performance	3.	build	it	using…	



Q2.	Approach	and	Innova.on	

We	need	to	build	12	antennas,	3	of	each	

design.	These	will	be	built	in	the	labs	at	

B’ham	and	tested	using	a	standard	

protocol.	Benchmarking	against	the	best	

available	antennas	will	be	carried	out	by	

specialists	XtestInc	in	their	purpose	build	

faciliDes.	We	will	iteraDvely	improve	the	

design	of	the	antenna,	build	new	

prototypes	and	test	using	the	

benchmarks	from	our	partners.	The	focus	

and	innovaDon	is	in	the	antenna	design.	



Q2.	Approach	and	Innova.on	
•  Not	
We	need	to	build	12	antennas,	3	of	each	

design.	These	will	be	built	in	the	labs	at	

B’ham	and	tested	using	a	standard	

protocol.	Benchmarking	against	the	best	

available	antennas	will	be	carried	out	by	

specialists	XtestInc	in	their	purpose	build	

faciliDes.	We	will	iteraDvely	improve	the	

design	of	the	antenna,	build	new	

prototypes	and	test	using	the	

benchmarks	from	our	partners.	The	focus	

and	innovaDon	is	in	the	antenna	design.	

•  Instead	

We	have	3	candidate	antenna	designs	

based	on	our	previous	work.	Their	

configuraDons	are	‘H’,	‘T’	and	‘W’.	We	

will	grow	4	of	each	design	using	GaAs	on	

Si	in	our	Molecular	Beam	Epitaxy	(MBE)	

reactor	at	B’ham.	Benchmarking	these	

antenna	against	the	FR123	technology	

from	XInc,	will	be	subcontracted	to	

antenna	tesDng	specialists	XtestInc.	Our	

innovaDon	focus	is	on	two	areas:	1.	

growth	using	MBE	2.	antenna	efficiency.	



Q2.	Appendix	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Who	is	managing,	who	is	technical,	their	relevant	
experience	(not	life	history!).	All	roles	menDoned	here!	
Subcontractors	and	jusDficaDon	here.	Don’t	focus	on	how	
great	you	are	here,	put	that	in	the	Appendix!	Say	who	is	
doing	each	of	the	steps	described	in	Q2,	e.g.	MBE	growth.	

Show	off	your	genius	and	list	of	achievements	
in	the	appendix!	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  Be	specific	to	your	project.	
•  Be	relevant	to	your	project.	
•  Be	realisDc	about	expectaDons	and	ability	for	market	

penetraDon	– evidence,	evidence,	evidence.	
•  Make	sure	you	consider	other	applicaDons	and	markets.	



Q4.	Market	Awareness	

The	roboDcs	market	will	grow	at	a	CAGR	

of	25%	to	2025	(FT	special	report	Feb.	

2017).	The	wireless	market	for	non	

telecoms	was	valued	at	$3bn	in	2015,	

growing	to	$4.8bn	by	2030	(Market	&	

Markets).	We	aim	to	capture	30%	of	the	

roboDcs	comms	market	by	year	5	of	

going	to	market.	Compound	

Semiconductor	development	in	the	UK	is	

strong,	with	MBE	growth	experDse	in	a	

number	of	research	faciliDes.	



Q4.	Market	Awareness	
•  Not	
The	roboDcs	market	will	grow	at	a	CAGR	

of	25%	to	2025	(FT	special	report	Feb.	

2017).	The	wireless	market	for	non	

telecoms	was	valued	at	$3bn	in	2015,	

growing	to	$4.8bn	by	2030	(Market	&	

Markets).	We	aim	to	capture	30%	of	the	

roboDcs	comms	market	by	year	5	of	

going	to	market.	Compound	

Semiconductor	development	in	the	UK	is	

strong,	with	MBE	growth	experDse	in	a	

number	of	research	faciliDes.	

•  Instead	

The	market	size	for	assisDve	waste	

clearing	robots	is	difficult	to	ascertain.	

However,	as	an	example,	nuclear	

decommissioning	at	Sellafield	costs	£25m	

p.a.	and	the	Nuclear	Decommissioning	

Authority	esDmates	that	remotely	

operated	and	cooperaDng	robots	could	

speed	up	the	process	by	half,	saving	

approximately	30-40%	of	the	costs	of	

decommissioning.	This	would	suggest	a	

market	size	of	approximately	£10m	p.a.	

with	increased	safety	and	efficiency	for	

Sellafield	alone.	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  Where	are	you	now?	
•  Where	are	you	going?	
•  Value	proposi.on	for	your	customers?	
•  How	are	you	going	to	get	there?	
•  Unis:	disseminaDon	plans,	papers,	conferences,	public	engagement,	

…	as	well	as	patents	and	commercialisaDon	



Q5.	Outcomes	and	Route	to	Market	
Example:	
We	are	a	start-up	company	spun	out	of	B’ham	in	2017.	In	2016,	we	engaged	

IndustrialRoboDcsLtd.,	with	sales	of	£20m	p.a.	from	household	recycling	robots,	to	

trial	our	comms	technology	in	their	remotely	operated	robots.	They	are	collaboraDng	

on	this	project	and	are	a	credible	route	to	market,	as	they	wish	to	expand	their	

product	range	to	include	hazardous	waste	management,	including	nuclear	

decommissioning	robots,	on	a	roadmap	to	2025.	We	expect	compound	semiconductor	

wafer	materials	to	be	soured	in	the	UK,	and	have	approached	IQE	plc	in	iniDal	

discussions	–	alternaDvely,	MBE	capacity	is	available	from	medium	sized	epitaxy	

providers	in	the	US.	To	be	compeDDve,	we	expect	to	produce	modules	at	a	£50	unit	

cost	for	orders	of	10k	units	p.a.,	which	is	approximately	25%	cheaper	than	the	

alternaDve,	more	inferior	off-the-shelf	technology…	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  Economic	benefits	for	supply	chain.	
•  Economic	benefits	for	UK	and	regions.	
•  Economic	benefits	from	jobs	in	UK	and	abroad	(why	not!?).	
•  Economic	benefits	from	trade.	
•  Highlight:	+ve	and	–ve	environmental	impacts	and	social	impacts	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  PLEASE	Use	the	Appendix	for	a	Ganp	chart.	
•  Show	workpackages	–	show	tasks	that	deal	with	each	major	

challenge	clearly,	i.e.	link	tasks	to	highlighted	challenges	
•  For	each	WP	state:	resources,	effort,	research	category,	cost	
•  Show	and	describe	criDcal	paths,	milestones,	deliverables	

•  PLEASE	describe	your	project	management	in	detail:	
•  Method,	tools,	structure,	governance,	reporDng	lines.	
•  Who’s	who	and	means/tools	for	collaboraDon	between	partners.	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  Consider	all	risks:	
•  Environmental,	e.g.	WEEE,	cradle-to-grave	consideraDons,	etc.	
•  Regulatory	and	QC,	e.g.	safety	cerDficaDon,	CE	marking,	etc.	

•  Take	this	seriously!	
•  Risks	are	oren	ignored	or	poorly	thought	through.	
•  Use	Appendix	for	a	proper	risk	register,	with	likelihood	(L,	M,	H),	

impact	(L,	M,	H),	miDgaDon	
•  Describe	your	risk	management	method/process.	
•  Adopt	a	“known”	process	or	describe	yours	in	detail.	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  Don’t	forget	to	menDon	the	
opportunity	to	collaborate	for	
technology	and	knowledge	transfer	–	
i.e.	“without	this	grant,	we	could	not	
collaborate	with	x,	y,	z…	the	project	is	
worth	more	than	the	sum	of	its	parts,	
etc.	–	BECAUSE”,	jus.fy,	jus.fy,	jus.fy.	

•  If	leading,	you	“need	grant	
to	spin-out	and	aGract	
further	investment.”	

•  If	high	technical	and	
commercial	risk,	grant	
“helps	to	de-risk	project	to	
aGract	business	
investment.”	

More	for	businesses	not	so	engaged	in	R&D,	but	can	
equally	apply	to	RTOs	in	Tech/Knowledge	Transfer	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



•  This	is	less	about	jusDfying	the	total	cost	of	the	project	for	what	is	to	be	
delivered,	e.g.	don’t	say	“this	project	is	good	value	for	money”.	

•  More	for	jusDfying	each	element	cost:	salaries,	T&S,	etc.	
•  PLEASE	give	a	breakdown	of	costs	by	effort,	T&S,	materials,	subcontractors,	IP	

and	legal,	admin,	etc.	–	and	jusDfy	why	each	is	needed	at	this	level,	e.g.	“£30k	for	
wafers,	producing	‘x’	number	of	devices	at	£k	each,	for	tesOng	protocol	covering	
a	m	×	n	matrix,	and	mulOvariate	parameter	space.”	

•  Total	cost	for	academia/RTO	is	usually	30%	(but	100%	funded),	but	check	each	
compeDDon’s	rules.	

•  PLEASE	NOTE:	assessors	do	not	see	your	finance	form	–	they	just	see	a	summary	
table	with	each	partner’s	total	project	cost	and	grant	requested.	

•  So	you	need	to	say	enough	about	the	costs	in	this	secDon	to	help	assessors	work	
out	value	for	money.	



Be			specific	
	
	

Be			realis.c	



Innovate	UK	Compe..ons	



Knowledge	Transfer	Network	

It’s	FREE!	



Knowledge	Transfer	Network	




